NLP Master Practitioner Certification
With John Stockdale
Certified Trainer & Master Coach Trainer of NLP

Why attend?
For those of you that have already been certified as a Practitioner of NLP and are wondering “what’s
next?”…this is it! If you have been curious to find out what more there is to learn about NLP and
how far it can take you, Master Practitioner is the next evolutionary step. This is where your
foundation and experience at Practitioner level literally launches you into a quantum leap forward
in every aspect of the field. It’s where it all comes together!

What will I learn?
Quantum Linguistics – the art and science of conversational change
§
§
§
§
§

Using the language of time – both temporal and quantum
Conversational Belief Change and Sleight of Mouth Pattern techniques
Meta Model III – the power of directionalized questioning
Time release suggestions
Prime Concerns – learning how to use the Drop Down Through (D.D.T) technique

Personal Values and Meta-Programs – the matrix of personality
§
§
§
§
§
§

Values elicitation and utilization
Identifying and healing values conflicts
The Values Levels Inventory – its impact on personal as well as organizational evolution
Understanding meta-programs and how to use them conversationally
Using values and meta-programs in management, sales and recruitment
The 12 minute Meta-Programs and Values Inventory test

Advanced Sub Modalities – taking Sub Modalities to the next level
§
§

Learn how to use Neurological Drivers to create rapid change
Create and design new SWISH Patterns

Advanced Strategies – how to install as well as change strategies
§
§
§

Using the Logical Levels of Therapy process to create on-the-spot conversational strategy
change
Eliciting and utilizing strategies in business relationships and therapeutic work
How to change and install new strategies to change unwanted behavioral patterns and install
new ones to dramatically enhance performance

Modeling – how NLP was actually developed
§
§
§
§

Learn how to model excellence in others and then install that model in yourself
How to start putting into practice many of the techniques you have already learned
How to create a program to install models of excellence for others
Learn the ‘board shattering’ experience that puts it all together…live!

NLP and Quantum Physics – the link between the two
§
§
§

A simple introduction to quantum physics and its direct impact on personal change
The Holographic Universe and how it works
The quantum approach to the physics of personal empowerment

Presentation Skills and Training Design – how to use NLP to teach, coach and train others
§
§
§

Building group rapport
Use the 4 Mat System in addressing any learning style
Learn the secrets of NLP Trainers and Master Trainers

NLP Master Coach Certification – become certified as an NLP Master Coach!
§
§
§
§

Learn how to coach using and mastering advanced NLP language and change models
How to deliver a personal ‘Breakthrough’ session in any context
Putting it all together in a 10 hour ‘Breakthrough’ session during the training itself!
Learn how to coach using the advanced Values Levels Inventory and Metaprograms

Creating Your Future® Master Practitioner Certification
§
§
§
§
§
§

Master your existing Time Line Therapy skills
Learn how to take a detailed personal history for a Breakthrough session
Learn a brand new chronic pain paradigm
How to use the D.D.T technique from the time line
A new forensic memory recovery process that was developed for the L.A Police Department
Putting it all together in a compelling Creating The Future Process®

Who will benefit from attending?
Some of our NLP Master Practitioners have included delegates from the following professions:
§
§
§
§
§

Senior executives, managers and supervisors from the corporate sector
Business entrepreneurs, trainers and coaches from all fields
Therapists, psychologists, doctors and nurses
Lawyers, politicians and members of British Parliament
Professional athletes and members of the media

Who is the Lead Trainer?
All courses running in Greece are led by John Stockdale. John is a Certified Trainer of NLP and
Certified Master Coach Trainer of NLP, a Certified Master Trainer of Time Line Therapy® & Creating
Your Future® Process and a Certified Instructor of Hypnotherapy. John also runs The Performance
Partnership in Greece. An engaging and innovative coach & trainer, he believes that learning should
be as enjoyable and entertaining as it is relevant and important. As such, his energy and humor
have led him to work with some of the leading professionals in business, sports and politics as well as
international organizations such as: The Coca Cola Company, Kraft Foods, ING and Bristol-Myers
Squibb.

How can I learn all this in just 14 days?
Before attending the live seminar you will study from a specially produced audio-visual program
package consisting of carefully chosen books and 2 training manuals (including CD’s and DVD’s of the
course material). During the live training itself, you will be putting what you have learned from your
NLP Practitioner training -as well as the pre-study program- into actual practice. This is accomplished
by using a blend of teaching, training and simulation-based exercises. Additionally, you will be
guided and coached through the entire process by our team of highly trained coaching assistants on
the course. Our NLP Master Practitioner Certification program is the only one of its kind in Greece
and is fully accredited by both the ‘Association of NLP’ (ANLP) in the UK and the ‘American Board
of NLP’ (ABNLP), as well as the ‘Time Line Therapy Association’ (TLTA) in the Untied States.

So, what if I Attend?
Just suppose you were a Certified Master Practitioner & Master Coach of NLP and you knew
that you could consult, coach or train a company to have a major impact on their profitability. That
you could coach a CEO or Business owner to achieve their business goals or work one on one with
any client and enable them to experience a fundamental breakthrough in their life!! What would that
be worth to you?

What has been said about NLP?
§

“It may be the ultimate behavioral engineering tool…NLP could be the most important
synthesis of knowledge about human communication to emerge since the explosion of
humanistic psychology in the 60’s.” -- Science Digest

§

"NLP may be the most powerful vehicle for change in existence, whether it is applied to
business, law, medicine or therapy” -- Psychology Today Magazine

§

"…NLP offers the opportunity to gain flexibility, creativity and greater freedom of action than
most of us now know." -- Training & Development Journal

Course details
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Dates: Dates for the next program in 2015 to be announced shortly
Venue: The Semiramis Hotel, Charilaou Trikoupi 68, Kefalari
Investment Price: € 3,950
Early Booking Price: € 3,150
Certification Fee: € 100
Payment Options: We also accept payment by credit card with optional installments
Funding: Our courses are recognized by LAEK, under the 0.45% Funding Program

For more information regarding this course, please call us at: +30 210 62 36 910 (920)
32, Artemidos & Filadelfeos Street, Kefalari Kifissia 145 62, Athens, Greece
Tel: +30 210 62 36 910 (920)

